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There are a lot products out there that promise healthy skin, hair and nails. And while most come in the form of a pill
or topical treatment, Beauty Scoop is completely edible. Working from within, the beauty product promises healthy
hair, skin and nails in the form of a powder. The vanilla flavored substance, packaged individually, can be mixed into
any hot or cold beverage. Best blended with a smoothie, the edible beauty accessory is the first and only doctordeveloped and clinically proven mixture that enhances the health and appearance of your natural accessories- hair,
skin, and nails.

Results can be seen in as little as three weeks, with 86% of it users reporting improvements in all three areas.
Considering that you don’t have to remember to pop a pill for beauty’s sake, beauty scoop seems pretty simple,
proving that outer beauty really does come from within. For more scoop on beauty scoop, check here.
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Kela is a fashion aficionado, red carpet regular, and TV personality delivering celebrity news, fashion fads
and luxury trends to those who want and need to be in the know. A fan of all things feminine and chic; she's
never without her must have accessory—a large handbag-packing any and everything from Louboutins and
lip gloss to leggings and lashes. Look out for Kela daily on NYCTV channel 25, as she takes viewers on the
scene and behind the velvet ropes of NYC.
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